Nouns sorting & sentences

Countable

bottles

Uncountable

1. There are lots of trees in the park.
2. ____________________________
3. ____________________________
4. ____________________________
5. ____________________________
6. ____________________________

10. ____________________________
11. ____________________________
12. ____________________________
13. ____________________________
14. ____________________________
15. ____________________________
1 bottles - countable
2 furniture - uncountable
3 homework - uncountable
4 love - uncountable
5 mistakes - countable
6 money - uncountable
7 people - countable
8 pollution - uncountable
9 questions - countable
10 traffic - uncountable
11 trees - countable
12 time - uncountable
13 stadiums - countable
14 text messages - countable
15 water - uncountable